
Unveiling the Story of Timothy Matlack: The
Scribe Behind the Declaration of
Independence

When we think of the Declaration of Independence, our minds often picture the
bold call for freedom, the eloquent words penned by Thomas Jefferson, and the
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iconic signatures of the founding fathers. However, behind this historical
document lies the fascinating story of Timothy Matlack, the skilled scribe
responsible for its beautiful calligraphy.

Introducing Timothy Matlack: A Man of Many Talents

Timothy Matlack, born on October 28, 1736, in Haddonfield, New Jersey, was a
man of many talents. Although he is mostly known for his role as the scribe of the
Declaration of Independence, his remarkable achievements span various fields.
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Before his involvement in the revolutionary cause, Matlack sailed the seas,
engaging in trade and sailing on ships. However, his love for knowledge led him
to abandon his life at sea and pursue a career in law. He became deeply involved
in political affairs and played active roles in shaping the future of the American
colonies.

The Hand Behind the Words

It was on July 4, 1776, after the Continental Congress officially adopted the
Declaration of Independence, that Matlack's calligraphic skills were put to use.
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With his immaculate penmanship, he was entrusted with transcribing the
Declaration onto parchment. The elegant strokes of his quill brought the words to
life, making it a visually striking document.

Matlack's writing style was described as bold, clear, and masterful. He
meticulously crafted each word, ensuring precision and legibility. His attention to
detail and dedication to his craft resulted in a visually stunning representation of
one of the most significant documents in American history.

A Legacy Engraved in Ink

While Timothy Matlack's involvement in the creation of the Declaration of
Independence is undoubtedly his most renowned accomplishment, his
contributions to the American Revolutionary War extended beyond his role as a
scribe.

Matlack served as a soldier, participating in the battles of Trenton and Princeton.
He was appointed as Deputy Secretary of the Supreme Executive Council of
Pennsylvania, where he played an active role in the development of the state
government. Later, he became a member of the Pennsylvania Constitutional
Convention, leaving an indelible mark on the state's governance.

An Unsung Hero

Despite his pivotal role in shaping American history, Timothy Matlack's name
remains relatively unknown. His skillful calligraphy, which brought the Declaration
of Independence to life, often goes unnoticed as the focus of attention gravitates
towards the famous signatories.

Nevertheless, Matlack's contribution should not be underestimated. His
dedication to his craft and his unwavering commitment to the cause of



independence played a significant role in the nation's formation. His beautiful
handwriting continues to captivate audiences, reminding us of the importance of
preserving history and the power of the written word.

The Heritage that Unites Us

The legacy left behind by Timothy Matlack serves as a reminder of the diverse
talents and remarkable individuals that came together to shape the United States
of America. His story highlights the often-overlooked contributors who played a
vital role in the birth of a nation.

As we celebrate the Fourth of July each year and read the inspiring words of the
Declaration of Independence, let us not forget the hand that brought those words
to fruition. Let us pay tribute to Timothy Matlack, a scribe whose skill and
dedication left an indelible mark on American history.

So, the next time you gaze upon the historic document housed in the National
Archives, remember the man behind the pen and the captivating story of Timothy
Matlack, the scribe of the Declaration of Independence.
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On July 4, 1776, the Declaration of Independence was read aloud to a crowd
gathered outside the Pennsylvania State House. It was engrossed on vellum later
in the month, and delegates began signing the finely penned document in early
August. The man who read the Declaration and later embossed it--the man with
perhaps the most famous penmanship in American history--was Timothy Matlack,
a Philadelphia beer bottler who strongly believed in the American cause. A
disowned Quaker and the grandson of an indentured servant, he rose from
obscurity to become a delegate to Congress. He led a militia battalion at
Princeton during the Revolutionary War; his unflagging dedication earned him the
admiration of men like Thomas Jefferson and Richard Henry Lee. Also in 1776
Matlack and his radical allies drafted the Pennsylvania Constitution, which has
been described as the most democratic in America. This biography is a full
account of an American patriot.
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